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IN SITU CALIBRATION OF NUCLEAR PLANT RESISTANCE THERMOMETERS
USING JUUNSUN NOISE*

T. V. Bialoclc M. J. Roberts R. L. Shepard
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Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

Johnson noise power measuring tecnnlques have been usea to
calibrate platinum resistance thermometers (.PHTS) mstallea in an
operating nuclear plant, achieving agreement witn tne dc calibra-
tion or better tnan 0.1 % or O.fjF at the normal operating tempera-
ture or 505/* In tnis application, PRTs with an ice-point resis-
tance or 2uO onma were connected no a test station with 4-wire
cables approximately 100 1'eet long. Methods were developed for in
situ cable characterization and quantitative measurement of and
correction for non-thermal induced noise.

Problem Statement:

Operating^light water reactor nuolear plants require an accu-
racy of 0.20.65% in the temperature measurements made oy wiae-
range PHTS installed at the inlets and outlets or the vessel or
tne steam generator. After several years' operation, tnese PKTs
may driit by as muon as 1%. Removal and recalibration of tne PitTs
in tne laboratory is undesirable, since their reinstallation may
adversely affect their response time or lead to wiring errors. An
in situ metnod for calibration or PRl's tnat does not assume
isothermal conditions, Goes provide an absolute temperature stan-
dard, and does not require any modification or the sensor or ita
cabling would signifloan&iy improve the operation ol existing
nuolear reaotor plants.

Measurement Method:

Tne Jonncon noise power thermometer conceived by Borkowski
and Blaiock at ORNL can be used to determine Independently the
absolute temperature and the eieotricai resistance of any resis-
tor (including a Pfii) from measurements 01 tns noise voltage and
noise current at the accessible terminals of tne device. Tnese
measurements are made at microvolt ana nanoamp levels in a
passband centered at 47 kHz. Major problems in Implementing tnis
method under field conditions are (1) determining tne effects of
long cables connecting the PRT to accessible terminals and {2)
distinguishing between thermal (Nyquist) noise and non-thermai
(EMI) noise picked-up in the cables and sensor. Methods were
developed for (1) determining the cable transfer function from
impedance measurements made at the input or the extension cables
and for (2) quantitative measurement of the induced EMI, using
the Johnson noise measurement apparatus connected between the
sensor leads and the cable shield. Additional measurements, usingWStt



noise, were required to determine the noise contriDuted by tne
amplifiers, tbe effects of long cables and varying resistive
loads on tne amplifier noise, and the gain of tbe amplifiers. Tne
gain was determinea using a nigh-level noise source developed at
ORNL. A diagram of tne oirouit involved is shown in Figure 1.

Plant Tests Previously Performed

Field calibrations of resistance thermometers installed in
the Diablo Canyon Nuclear plant under hot-functionax conditions
were conducted in 1979 under EPRI Contract RP 1440-1. These tests
made on PRTs witn short (20-ft)cablesYprovided agreement between
noise temperatures and do calibrations of better than 0.3?• Noise
measurements were made in three different passbands to differen-
tiate between thermal and non-thermal noise, microphonics were
detected in one type of PKT, and a Difference oetween dc resis-
tance and noise resistance of aDout 5> was ooserved and attri-
buted to skin effect or inductance. Attempts to calibrate PftTs
witb extension cables longer than aDout 30 feet were unsuccessiul
and was felt to be an insurmountable practical constraint.

Noise Transfer Characteristics of Long Cables

The present contract fooussed on methods for determining the
transfer characteristics of long (greater than 30-ft) extension
cables connecting tne PHT to a remote junction box by measure-
ments made only at the accessible terminals. Two methods were
developed. One, the similitude method, required a measurement of
tne effective length of the installed cable, using dc resistance,
time domain reflectometry, or input capacitance, and relating the
characteristics or the installed cable to characteristics of
similar cables of various lengths measured in the laboratory.
This approach has tne virtue of measuring cable properties at the
signal levels and in tne frequency passDand used in the calibra-
tion of the PRTs; it has the limitation imposed by tne assumption
that the installed cable properties are idertical to the archive
cable characteristics. The second method used input impedance
measurements (phase and magnitude; made directly on the installed
cable wnich were related to a 2- or 3-wire model of tne transmis-
sion line to calculate the transmission function for the cable.
Measurements were made at many frequencies covering tne passband
used in tne noise measurements. This method shown in Figure 2>
requires no assumptions about tne similarity between installed
and archive cable.

Measurements of cable transfer characteristics made in the
laboratory and used in the plant showed that, for PRTs with an
ice point resistance oi 200 ohms (whicn Increased to over 400
ohms at plant operating temperatures; and 4-wire, shielded cables
of about 70 pF/ft oapacitanoe, cable transfer functions could be
obtained for cables of aoout 100 ft in length with an accuracy oi
about 0,1%. For longer cable lengths whicn could be characterized
by tnis method, the noise signals to tbe input of tne noise-
measuring amplifiers would be attenuated so much that at 150
feet, tne input signals were comparable to the amplifier noise
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In-Situ Measurement of Cable Properties
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aud the calibration uncertainty would exceed several percent. The
combined effects of tne cable RC roll-off and the amplifier
passband are shown In Figure 3.

Measurement Uncertainties

The uncertainty in the Jonnson noise calibration of installed
PRTs is determined by the 3tochastic uncertainty in tne noise
measurements of the sensor signal and the amplifier noise and
gain, the characterization of the cable transfer function, and
tne detection of non-thermal noise in the amplifier output. Tne
stoohaatic uncertainty is given oy tne flice equation: .S/S =
(4BWti)-1/2, wnere BM is the band^widtn of tne amplifiers and ti
la the integration time. For tne bandwidth used in tnese measure-
ments (about 62 kHz; and 100 sees' integration time, the limiting
stochastic uncertainty is 0.0209 for each measurement. Since
several measurements are made to determine the noise temperature,
the limiting uncertainty in noise temperature for a zero-length
oable is 0.028S assuming that the amplifier gain is known, or
0.040* if the amplifier gain is measured each time. For a 100-ft
cable terminated by a PAT of 400 ohns at 270*C (520*F), an uncer-
tainty in cable length 01 1% introduces a temperature uncertainty
of 0.83Jt in tne similitude method* The cable length uncertainty
effect is reduced to 0.12% uncertainty in temperature if tne
length is reduced to 75 ft and the sensor resistance is halved.
Non-thermal EMI was quantitatively determined, at a level of less
than 1% of tne thermal noise from the PRT, by measuring tne noise
between tne sensor circuit and the cable shield and using the
measured values to correot tne amplifier output signal.

Plant Tests under the Present Contract

Three field tests of these methods were conducted at tne Con-
necticut Yankee Haddam Neck Nuclear Plant (CYAP): two at shut'
down in.February 1983 and July 1984, and one at full power in
December 1983. CYAP provided an accessible terminal box connected
to five PftTs in Loop 4 by extension cables about 100 ft long,
archive cables of various lengths, several spare PHTs, dc cali-
brations for the plant PRTs, and technical support ior tne field
tests. The plant temperatures were held steady to better tnan 1°F
during the tests. Three of the PRTs were equipped with padder and
trimmer resistors and oould not be caiiDrated by tnese methods;
two were 4-wire PflTs without padders and trimmers as shown in the
schematic Figure 4. Lengths of the installed cables were measured
by several eleetrioaj. methods but are uncertain by 0.5 ft as
shown in Table 1. Using the similitude method of determining
cable transfer function, the resulting best agreement between
noise temperatures and do calibration temperatures was 0.72%
uncorrected for EMI and 0.459 (4.7^; corrected t'or EMI at tne
operating temperature (58!>F) and 0.01% at shutdown [>11$F). Tne
uncertainty In the similitude method is 0.4>. Using direct
impedance measurements to characterize the installed cable and
then to correct the amplifier input signal for the actual noise
generated by tne PAT, the agreement between noise and dc
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ItTHODS FOR MEASURING LENGTH OF INSTALLED EXTENSION CABLES

FOR ~1OO FT CYAP CABLE
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temperatures was 0.04£ or U.43F at a normal operating temperature
of 58£>F, and 0.16% or 0.94"F at shutdown. Tnese results listed In
Table 2 are well within the calculated overall measurement uncer-
tainty of 0.2)1 rms, U3ing dlreot measurement of the cable
transfer function.

Conclusion and Assessment

Methods have been demonstrated in operating nuolear plants
for the In situ calibration of resisfcanoe thermometers with
agreement between measured noise temperatures and do oaliDration
temperatures well within these required by the plant. A compari-
son oi" the results of Johnson noise power testing results and
uncertainties, the requirements for accuracy, and PAT calibration
toleranoes is shown in Figure 5. The methods use Johnson noise
measurements and provide an absolute calibration independent of
the prior do calibration. The methods include techniques for
characterization of the installed extension oables and the quan-
titative determination of induced EMI and its effect on the cali-
bration. The techniques are applicable to ordinary 4-wire plati-
num resistance tnermometers operating over their entire design
temperature range and to extension oables of aoout 100 ft length.
Careful attention needs to be paid to the choice of cables, loca-
tion of terminal boxes, and grounding and shielding practices in
tne plant installation to achieve oomparaDle results.

*Research sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute,
under Contract RP-2E54-1 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
under Contract No. DE-AC05-840R21400 with the U.S. Department of
Energy.



Table 2. Test Result Summary of In Si tu Ca l ib ra t ion of PRTs Ins ta l l ed in CYAP

DC Cal ibrat ion JNPT Noise Measurement

Resistance Temperature
ohms CF K

Full Power Tests (Test I I I - Deceri?oer 1983:

Value 433.54 584.69 580.20
Difference
% Difference
% Uncertainty

Shut Down Tests (Test I I - July 1984)

Value 236.148 113.05 318.18
Di f ference
% Difference
% Uncertainty

Similitude
Resistance

ohms

437.60
+ 4.06
+ 0.69?

Methoc1
s Temoerature

°F K

589.
+ 4,

.39

.7
582.81
+ 2.6
+ 0.45::
+ 0.4 'I,

Direct Cable
Resistance

ohms

436.80
+ 3.26
+ 0.43

Measurement
Temperature

°F K

585.12
+ 0.43

530.44
+ 0.24
+ 0.04^
+ 0.2 %

238
+ 2
+ 0

.33

.18

.93%

112.48
- 0.57

317.86
- 0.
- 0,
± 0.

.32

.102

.4 %

237
+ o
+ 0

.04

.90

.38%

113
+ 0

.99

.94
318.70
+ 0.53
+ 0.17?
± o.z %
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RTC ACCURACY UNCERTAINTY USING JOHNSON NOISE POKER IN-SITU CALIBRATION
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-•NOISE/DC CALIBRATION ARREFMENT AT CYAP FULL POWER TESTS
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DISCLAIMER

540°F (1000°R
322°C ( 595 K
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